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Abstrat. The relations between masses of Super-Massive Blak Holes, Mbh, in
galati nulei, maximal rotational veloities, Vm, and indiative masses, Mi, of
galaxies are studied for galaxies with the available rotation urves. Mbh orrelates
with both Vm and Mi, although muh weaker than with the entral veloity
dispersion S0. Masses Mbh for early-type galaxies (S0-Sab), whih usually possess
more luminous bulges, are, on average, larger than those for late-type galaxies
with similar veloities of rotation. It enables to onlude that masses of blak
holes are determined mainly by the bulge properties, and - muh weaker - by
dark haloes of galaxies.
1 Introdution
A disovery of ompat objets, most likely Super-Massive Blak Holes (SMBH),
in the nulei of galaxies, yielded the intensive disussion on the origin and
evolution of these unique objets and the role they take in the evolution of
galaxies. To larify the problem it is important to know how the mass of a
blak hole is related to masses of different galati omponents. The masses
of SMBH have been found to orrelate, although with great dispersion, with
the luminosity of spheroidal omponents of galaxies. This onlusion was
made as far bak as 90s [1℄ and onfirmed later on: the most massive SMBH
are observed in the ores of lentiular and elliptial galaxies of high luminos-
ity. This does not speify, however, whether the SMBH mass is determined
by the proesses in the nulear environment or the above-mentioned relation
appears due to the mehanism of simultaneous formation of galaxies and the
SMBH. Both alternatives are disussed in literature.
In the first ase the SMBH mass, Mbh, grows with time beause of are-
tion of matter in the gravitational field of galati bulge (see for example the
disussion in [2, 3℄). One of the possible mehanism is the aretion of gas
due to the drag fore by the radiation from bulge stars [4, 5℄. This approah
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allows the tight orrelation to be aounted for between Mbh and the entral
dispersion of stellar veloities, S0. The latter indiates, to some extent, the
depth of the potential well where the stars of these slow-rotating omponents
are moving.
In the seond ase, when SMBH forms parallel with the galaxy formation,
osmologial senarios are onsidered, desribing gravitational ontration of
the initially expanding medium whih inluded both barioni matter and
non-barioni dark matter. The SMBH mass is speified in this ase by the
total mass of a galaxy formed in the field of a dark non-baryoni halo rather
than by the bulge mass. A mass of halo, in turn, should be linked with the
maximal (asymptoti) rotation veloity of the galaxy (see disussion in [6℄).
An intermediate opportunity ould also be realized with both barioni
and non-barioni galati omponents involved in the formation of a blak
hole. Blak hole may grow slowly during the lifetime of the galaxy due to both
stellar aretion and non-adiabati aretion of the dark matter, ahieving
the observed mass over the billions of years [7, 8℄.
Although the seond senario does not imply a diret relation between
Mbh and veloity dispersion S0, a link between these two values may be
explained as a onsequene of the orrelation of S0 with the maximal galati
rotation veloity, Vm. This idea was first put forward in [6℄ and supported
later in [9, 10℄.
A diret omparison of the mass Mbh with the veloity Vm appears to be
the most reliable way to find orrelation between these parameters. However
there are not so many galaxies whih have both the reliable SMBH mass
estimation and a well defined rotation urve. A onlusion upon relation of
Mbh with the rotation veloity was based on orrelations between Vm and
S0, and between Mbh and S0, existing for galaxies of different morphologial
types [9, 10℄. Currently, a growing number of disk (spiral and lentiular)
galaxies beomes available for whih both Mbh and Vm are known, what
allows us to study the orrelation mentioned above diretly.
2 Correlation between the Blak Hole Masses
and the maximal veloities of rotation
Table 1 inludes galaxies whih have both SMBH mass estimated and ro-
tation urves measured up to radial distanes where they reah maximum
or plateau. The seond olumn displays morphologial type of galaxies; the
third olumn is the log of entral veloity dispersion. The fourth one on-
tains maximal disk rotation veloities (in km/s), on the logarithmi sale,
obtained for the dis inlination angle whih is presented in the next olumn
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(i = 00 for the disk fae-on orientation). The last three olumns ontain
the referenes to the soure of rotation urve, log of the SMBH masses (in
solar units), and the orresponding referenes. Masses Mbh were taken from
[11, 12℄, where different estimates from the literature were brought together.
TABLE 1. Galaxies with the available rotation urves and SMBH
masses
3
Galaxy Type lgSo lgVc i Referene lgMbh Referene
Milky Way - - 2.36 - [13℄ 6.47 [11℄
NGC224 Sb 2.27 2.45 77 [13℄ 7.52 [11℄
NGC598 S 1.56 2.01 54 [13℄ <3.18 [11℄
NGC1023 S0 2.31 2.40 70 [14℄ 7.59 [11℄
NGC1052 S0 2.43 2.28 44 [14℄ 8.29 [12℄
NGC1365 SBb 2.18 2.44 46 [13℄ 7.66 [12℄
NGC2273 SBa 2.09 2.34 53 [15℄ 7.27 [12℄
NGC2787 S0-a 2.29 2.37 55 [14℄ 7.59 [11℄
NGC2841 Sb 2.31 2.52 68 [13℄ 8.42 [12℄
NGC3031 Sab 2.21 2.38 59 [13℄ 7.80 [11℄
NGC3079 SBd 2.16 2.38 90 [13℄ 7.65 [12℄
NGC3115 E-S0 2.41 2.57 67 [14℄ 8.95 [11℄
NGC3169 Sa 2.22 2.30 63 [16℄ 7.91 [12℄
NGC3227 SBa 2.12 2.43 56 [17℄ 7.59 [11℄
NGC3384 E-S0 2.17 2.39 59 [14℄ 7.26 [11℄
NGC3627 SBb 2.06 2.30 60 [18℄ 7.26 [12℄
NGC3675 Sb 2.03 2.35 60 [19℄ 7.11 [12℄
NGC3783 SBab 2.19 2.26 25 [20℄ 6.97 [11℄
NGC4051 SBb 1.92 2.20 49 [21℄ 6.11 [11℄
NGC4151 SBb 2.19 2.18 21 [22℄ 7.18 [11℄
NGC4203 E-S0 2.21 2.36 29 [23℄ <7.08 [11℄
NGC4258 SBb 2.13 2.32 67 [13℄ 7.61 [11℄
NGC4321 SBb 1.93 2.43 27 [13℄ 6.80 [12℄
NGC4388 Sb 2.06 2.37 90 [24℄ 6.80 [12℄
NGC4395 SBm - 1.95 71 [25℄ <5.04 [11℄
NGC4450 Sab 2.11 2.30 44 [26℄ 7.30 [12℄
NGC4459 S0 2.24 2.48 42 [27℄ 7.81 [11℄
NGC4501 Sb 2.21 2.48 56 [26℄ 7.90 [12℄
NGC4548 SBb 2.16 2.48 38 [28℄ 7.40 [12℄
NGC4565 Sb 2.13 2.41 86 [13℄ 7.70 [12℄
NGC4579 SBb 2.19 2.50 36 [26℄ 7.85 [12℄
NGC4594 Sa 2.40 2.56 84 [29℄ 9.04 [11℄
NGC4725 SBab 2.12 2.37 51 [25℄ 7.49 [12℄
NGC4736 Sab 2.06 2.26 35 [13℄ 7.30 [12℄
NGC4945 SB 2.11 2.28 78 [13℄ 6.04 [11℄
NGC5033 S 2.12 2.44 55 [13℄ 7.30 [12℄
NGC5194 Sb 1.98 2.41 20 [13℄ 6.90 [12℄
NGC6500 Sab 2.3 2.48 38 [30℄ 8.28 [12℄
NGC7469 Sba - 2.08 48 [31℄ 6.81 [11℄
Cirinus Sb - 2.18 65 [32℄ 6.11 [11℄
IC342 SB 1.89 2.30 25 [13℄ <5.70 [11℄
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In most ases the SMBH masses were estimated using the most reli-
able method of reverberation mapping. Other methods give onsistent results
within a fator of 2-3 [11℄.
Data on measured rotation veloity and veloity dispersion were searhed
using the HYPERLEDA atalogues "Kinemati resolved atalogue of galax-
ies"and "Central veloity dispersion"[13℄. The maximal rotation veloities in
Table 1 orrespond to inlination angles assumed in the original papers. If
there were some independent soures of rotation urve, the one with the most
reliable urve was preferred. In the ase where both absorption and emission
line measurements were available only the latter was onsidered. For some
early-type galaxies rotation veloities were measured using only absorption
lines. In these ases asymptoti drift, that is stellar veloity dispersion, was
taken into aount [14℄. In some galaxies a rotation urve passes through a
loal maximum within 1 - 2 kp from to the enter after whih the urve
flattens of resumes to grow. Suh maximum was not onsidered to belong to
the galati disk or halo, and, therefore, was ignored while assessing Vm. The
galaxies, whih display strong large-sale non-irular gas motion were not
inluded in the sample.
The maximal rotation veloities of the galaxies, Vm, versus BH masses,
Mbh, are shown in Fig. 1.
Non-filled symbols mark early-type galaxies, S0-Sab, possessing the most
luminous bulges. The diagram does not show a tight orrelation between
the parameters onsidered (orrelation oeffiient being k=0.74), although
slowly rotating disk galaxies in all ases have low-mass blak holes. Two
lose interating galaxies from the sample (NGC 3227 and NGC 5194) do
not appear aside in the plot. The lowest point in the diagram belongs to the
M33 galaxy for whih only upper mass limit of SMBH is known.
Figure 1 shows some differene between galaxies of early and late mor-
phologial types. S0-Sab galaxies have, on the average, more massive blak
holes as ompared to late-type galaxies with similar veloity Vm.
The straight line in the diagram represents a relation between the values
under omparison that was found in [10℄ using indiret estimates of Vm. The
agreement with our data is rather poor, most points lying below the straight
line in the plot.
Figure 2 displays the relation between Mbh and the entral dispersion of
veloities, S0, for a sample of galaxies (the data are not available for some
objets).
The orrelation between these two parameters is tighter than between
Mbh and Vm, the orrelation oeffiient being equal k = 0.90 for all galax-
ies and 0.92 for the spiral galaxies from the sample. It is noteworthy that
both the early-type galaxies (non-filled symbols) and the late-type ones lie in
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Fig. 1: Maximal rotation veloities vs SMBH masses diagram. Non-filled
symbols stand for the early-type S0-Sab galaxies, rosses indiate galaxies
with the disk inlination i < 40o. The straight line shows a relation found in
[10℄ using indiret Vm estimates.
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Fig. 2: Relation between the blak hole mass and the entral dispersion of
veloities. Non-filled irles stand for the early-type S0-Sab galaxies.
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Figure 2 along the same sequene whereas in Figure 1 the early-type galax-
ies have systematially greater SMBH masses in a wide range of rotational
veloities.
It is neessary to take into aount that the veloities of rotation are de-
termined with less auray than the entral veloity dispersions. The main
soures of unertainty are errors in the assumed disk orientation angles (the
inlination angle, i, and the position angle of the kinemati major axis, PA0).
The unertainties they indue are the most essential for nearly fae-on galax-
ies (the disussion onerning asual and systemati errors in determining
orientation angles of spiral galaxies see e.g. in [15℄). For instane, if i = 300,
and its error is about ∆i = ±100 this error would hange the resulting val-
ue of lg Vm by -0.11 or +0.16 depending on the error sign. Galaxies with
i < 400 are marked in Fig.1 by rosses as the objets with the least reliable
Vm assessed. They do not seem to be a real soure of observational point
sattering.
The other soure of unertainty is a omplex shape of rotation urves,
whih in often makes the value of Vm rather ambiguous. In many ases the
observed rotation urve ontinues to inrease or to derease on a dis periph-
ery, not revealing a smooth plateau (see some examples in Fig.3). Moreover,
this behavior is hardly the result of the measurement errors: as it was shown
in [16℄, the sign and the meaning of veloity gradients at large R orrelate
with he total luminosities of galaxies.
To redue the unertainty when assessing Vm, we have extrated from the
list of galaxies in Table 1 a subsample of galaxies with the most reliable rota-
tional urves. First of all, these are galaxies entering into the representative
samples of galaxies with extended rotation urves by Y.Sofue et al. [17℄ and
S.Casertano, J.H.Gorkom [16℄. The rotation urves of these galaxies over
at least 0.9R25 where R25 is a radius of the galaxy up to the isophote B=25
mag/sq.arcsec. For the early-type spirals to be inluded, our subsample on-
tains also five nearest non-interating S0 galaxies, veloities of rotation of
whih were determined using the same approah [14℄, and Sombrero galaxy
(NGC 4594), type Sa, with a very bright bulge. Its rotation urve, obtained
from emission line measurements, is given in [18℄. Although the rotational
urves of these early-type galaxies are less extended than those of the other
galaxies of the subsample, they still extend up to distane R = (0.3−0.7)R25,
beyond the inner region of a galaxy with a steep veloity gradient.
For the galaxies where the veloity urve falls in the periphery, both the
maximal rotation veloity, Vm, within the rotation urve and the rotation
veloity at the maximal distane from the enter, V (Rmax), were onsidered
separately. Sine a relative ontribution of the dark halo into the mass of the
galaxy inreases with R, the veloity V (Rmax) is expeted to be bound up
8
Fig. 3: Examples of different shapes of rotation urves of galaxies onsidered
(from Sofue et al.[17℄).
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Fig. 4: Rotation veloity vs blak hole mass diagram for a subsample of
galaxies with the most reliable rotation urves. For those galaxies where the
maximal rotation veloity, Vm, and the veloity at the edge of the rotation
urve, V (Rmax), are notieably different, both values are plotted and on-
neted by a horizontal line.
with the halo properties more tightly than Vm. There is an indiret evidene
in favor of this suggestion, namely, the Tully-Fisher relation between the
luminosity of galaxies and their rotation veloity beomes more tight if to
use the veloity of far-from-enter regions [19℄.
Figure 4 displays the SMBH mass versus Vm and V (Rmax) (non-filled
irles). It follows from this diagram that the relation between Mbh and the
rotation veloity for the subsample of galaxies remains very "loose". The
use of V (Rmax) instead of Vm makes sattering of points in the plot even
greater (k=0.75 against k=0.82). It onfirms indiretly that Mbh depends
very weakly on the halo mass. The dispersion of points in the diagram was
not found to depend on the inlination angle of the galati disk either.
A similar onlusion an be drawn while omparingMbh with an indiative
mass of a galaxy, Mi = V
2
m
R25/G, whih is lose to a total mass of a galaxy
ontaining within the optial radius of a dis. Note that the dark halo mass
of spiral galaxies usually dominates over luminous mass within this limit
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Fig. 5: Indiative mass of a galaxy vs blak hole mass diagram. Non-filled
irles stand for the early-type S0-Sab galaxies.
(see, for example, [20, 21, 22℄ and referenes therein). Figure 4 displays the
Mi−Mbh plot for the galaxies of the subsample we onsider. Large sattering
of the points in the diagram demonstrates that the orrelation between the
blak hole mass and the total galaxy mass remains rather weak.
3 Conlusions
Correlations between SMBH masses and parameters depending on the dark
halo mass (Vm, V (Rmax), or Mi) whih are determined diretly from the
rotation urves, are muh looser than their orrelation with the entral ve-
loity dispersion. Moreover, early-type disk galaxies with a higher relative
luminosity of their bulge usually possess more massive blak holes than late-
type galaxies for the same rotational veloities (at least in the interval 150-
250 km/s), although these galaxies follow the same relation as the late-type
spirals if the orrelation between Mbh and the entral veloity dispersion is
onsidered (Fig. 2). These fats onfirm the presene of a strong link between
a blak hole and a bulge, and rather weak link with halo.
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As Fig. 1 shows, a relation between the rotational veloity and the blak
hole mass beomes espeially loose, if exist at all, for slow rotating galaxies
(althoughMbh remains to be orrelated with their entral veloity dispersion.
This property is to be taken into aount while onsidering the proess of
SMBH formation.
A tight onnetion between SMBH and a bulge is the argument in favor
of a senario aording to whih the entral blak hole is growing due to
aretion proesses during the period of whole life of a galaxy rather than it
forms together with the galaxy.
Different proesses of blak hole growth, disussing in the literature, in-
lude the aretion of gas, stars, dark matter (see f.e. [6, 7, 8℄ and referenes
therein) or even the aretion blak holes formed in globular lusters [39℄. It
is possible however that the initial masses of primeval blak holes in gala-
ti nulei depend on the proess of a bulge formation in a potential well
(usp) reated by a massive dark halo. In this senario a halo may indiretly
influene the proess of mass growing and its present day value [7, 8℄.
To larify how the SMBH mass grows with time, the rate of aretion onto
the blak hole is to be estimated in a diret way. Reently suh estimates
were arried out (within ertain simplifiations) for a number of galaxies,
from the intensities of [OIII℄ line in galati nulei [24℄. The results obtained
indiate that harateristi mass growth time for a SMBH is rather different,
depending on whether the blak hole is a low-mass or a massive one, being
longer for the latter. The growth time of SMBH seems to be omparable
with the growth time of the surrounding stellar bulge. The suggestion does
not onflit with the onlusion that urrent SMBH masses and their growth
depends on the proesses ourring now (or ourred in the past) in the bulges
of galaxies.
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